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Gambia’s AGIB selects Path Solutions’ iMAL
Path Solutions extends footprint presence
across Sudan with a new software licensing deal
Somalia’s first Islamic bank goes live
with iMAL Islamic core banking system
Corporate Academy News
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Client Interview: Premier Bank - Somalia

Learn More by Mr. Bilal Fiaz
Meet Path Solutions

Gambia’s AGIB selects

Path Solutions’ iMAL
February 4, 2015 - ath Solutions, the global application software and services firm for the Islamic financial services industry,
today announced that Arab Gambian Islamic Bank (“AGIB”), the only Islamic bank in Gambia, has opted for Path Solutions’ iMAL
as its centralized Islamic core banking platform.
AGIB is currently using an in-house IT software system. Given the rising demand in the country for products in accordance with
Islamic principles, the bank intends to quickly scale up by launching innovative Islamic banking products. When approaching the
selection process, AGIB senior management looked not only at diversifying their product range but also at fulfilling key aspects
of regulatory compliance requirements.
“Recognizing the emergence and development of Islamic finance throughout the world, AGIB was looking for a comprehensive
Sharia-compliant solution with end-to-end functionality to address increasing demand for Islamic banking products and services in Gambia”, explained Muhammed Jah, Chairman of AGIB. “After considering several alternatives, we decided on Path
Solutions’ iMAL as the most appropriate solution for meeting the needs of the burgeoning Islamic banking segment. By implementing this pioneering core banking solution, AGIB will be able to offer new and unique products in line with the Islamic
law to its customers”, Jah said.
iMAL is widely recognized as the most flexible and scalable Islamic banking platform available in the market. Architected
from the ground up in accordance with the Sharia principles, iMAL empowers Islamic financial institutions to transform
their business leveraging technology.
“Path Solutions offers new age Islamic banking software solutions with the ability to scale seamlessly with growing
business volumes, ensuring lower total cost of ownership for Islamic financial institutions. Moreover, we take pride
in having world-class industry know-how, a proven implementation methodology and a track record of 100% successful implementations across the globe”, said Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions.
“This win is further testimony to our breadth of capabilities in helping Islamic financial institutions across Africa
transform and grow”.
Path Solutions holds a clearly dominant share in Africa’s Islamic financial services market. The company’s triumphs have been well documented through the years; its ongoing success is supported by a range of client
testimonials and analyst accolades. The addition of AGIB to its portfolio ensured Path Solutions remains
the undisputed leader of the Islamic banking technology space, having signed more than 100 Islamic
banks and financial institutions globally.

About Arab Gambian Islamic Bank Ltd.
The Arab Gambian Islamic Bank (“AGIB”) was
incorporated as a private limited liability company on
11 November 1994 and was granted a banking license
by the Central Bank of Gambia on 12 September 1996.
AGIB is the only Islamic bank in Gambia, legally allowed
to own equity in other companies and also operate in
the real estate market. Banking services at AGIB are
carried out in accordance with Islamic principles with
the view to make profit and contribute
to the socio-economic development of Gambia.
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“we decided on Path Solutions’
iMAL as the most
appropriate solution
for meeting the needs of
the burgeoning Islamic
banking segment.”

Muhammed Jah
Chairman of AGIB

Path Solutions

extends footprint
presence across Sudan with a
new software licensing deal
More Sudanese banks to use the firm’s Islamic banking software

January 22, 2015 - ath Solutions has
taken a significant step into the Sudanese market by signing a strategic agreement with Sudanese Egyptian Bank
(“SEB”) for the provision of cutting-edge
Islamic financial software solutions and
services, boosting the bank’s operational
and growth capabilities and enabling it
to offer new customer centric products
in accordance with the Sharia.

fast. We focused on developing ways for
empowering our banks with modern and
agile technologies, to enable them to cutout the time consuming and frustrating
complexity that was typically involved,
and focus on delivering world-class customer service”, Path Solutions’ Group
Chairman & CEO Mohammed Kateeb
commented. “We are firmly committed
to consolidating and maintaining our
identity as a leading Islamic banking softPath Solutions announces it has been ware vendor with a proactive approach
selected by Khartoum-based SEB on 19 to the changing needs of our clients”, he
December 2014 to replace the bank’s added.
existing core banking system. Originally
established to ease trading activities and The global financial services’ market is
integration between Egypt and Sudan, fiercely competitive. Path Solutions faced
SEB offers banking services under Islamic stiff competition during the bidding and
banking conventions. The bank’s product selection process. “The key to competing
portfolio include local and foreign cur- is to stay focused on your segment and not
rency deposits, cheque collection and be tempted to deviate into areas either
clearance, inward and outward transfers, side of it, as you then run the risk of diluissuing letters of credit and letters of ting your offering, and undermining what
guarantee, issuing ATM cards, and per- you have established”, Kateeb explained.
sonal safe boxes.
“We compete on value and service; we are
specialized in the development and imple“As customers’ behaviors continue to mentation of pioneering Sharia-compliant
change rapidly, the demand for conve- solutions and services. They can be flexible
nient, safe and speedy access to Sharia- and adaptable to meet clients’ needs in the
compliant banking services is growing different countries and regions”.
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“Today’s highly regulated business environment demands real-time operational
and financial control. High-end technology is an essential and indispensable
tool at this time”, commented Abu-Obiedah Elhag, General Manager of SEB. “We
have some very ambitious growth plans;
hence our ultimate aim of investing in this
state-of-the-art technology is to increase
market share by improving the services we
offer to our valued customers while providing the most competitive Sharia-compliant financial products in the market. We
are delighted that Path Solutions has been
selected as part of the bank’s strategy”, Elhag concluded.
Understanding better than any other
IT vendor the Islamic financial sector’s
technology needs, Path Solutions developed iMAL, a new generation of comprehensive enterprise and yet modular
Islamic banking and investment system,
designed and developed from the ground
up on the basis and principles of Sharia
to support Islamic financial institutions
in broadening their reach, achieve operational excellence while simultaneously
reducing costs.

About Path Solutions
Path Solutions is a leading information technology
solutions provider offering a broad, deep spectrum
of Sharia-compliant integrated solutions and services to clients in the GCC, Middle East, Europe, Africa
and South Asia.
Designed to meet the needs of modern Islamic
banking, Path Solutions’ turnkey solutions are based
on an open, flexible architecture and an established
deployment methodology. They have been tested
and implemented at some of the world’s most sophisticated Islamic banks, Islamic banking windows
as well as conventional banks converting into Islamic
banking operations.
Path Solutions’ team of qualified professionals and
complimentary solution partners have an unparalleled ability to address regulatory and Sharia compliance requirements at both international and
regional levels. Armed with deep industry expertise
and field-tested best practices, the company’s team
strives to provide the highest quality services to
clients all over the world.

About Sudanese Egyptian Bank
Originally established to facilitate trade between Egypt & Sudan, Sudanese Egyptian Bank (“SEB”) is a full-service, Shariacompliant bank with a diverse portfolio of corporate and
individual clients.
SEB is a portfolio company of Finance Unlimited, a non-core
Citadel Capital platform in the regional banking and finance
industry.
Founded in 2005, SEB headquarters are located in Khartoum,
Sudan. As of April 27, 2014, SEB operates as a subsidiary of
Islamic Solidarity Bank of Sudan.

Founded in 1992 and building on over 20 years of
experience, Path Solutions is well positioned to be
the trusted IT partner of forward-thinking Islamic
banks willing to capitalize on best-of-breed technologies. The company goes a step beyond traditional
software vendors by delivering solutions designed to
mitigate Sharia risk, optimize output, minimize costs
and which can be easily extended to support geographical and business expansion.
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Path Solutions is the only IT

vendor to show top of the
IBS Annual Sales League
Table for multiple consecutive
years, as the world’s best
selling Islamic software
provider
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Somalia’s first Islamic
bank goes live with iMAL
Islamic core banking system
January 20, 2015 - remier Bank
in Somalia has formally announced
that it has successfully gone live
with Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic
Banking & Investment System on the
29th of December 2014. The implementation of the new R14 Branch Automation in the latest Java version will
allow Premier Bank to achieve its main
objective of delivering superior customer service through innovative and quality Sharia-compliant products.
The new version of iMAL serves the bank’s
purposes of focusing on its business growth,
managing risks and controlling costs. With
the cooperation of all parties, Premier Bank
was able to successfully conclude its first go
live phase.
Jacob Zachariah Karuvelil, Executive Vice President Global Professional Services & Global Support at Path Solutions commented, “This project
had been unique and challenging in many ways
with extremely short timelines; the iMAL new version, the high risk location and the need for multiple
remote implementation tasks which included Webbased Training, User Acceptance Test and Go Live.
Nevertheless, with great pride we announce that all
of this was successfully managed and completed three
days ahead of schedule, meeting the scope and project
objectives as planned”.
And he added, “Phase I implementation covers System Admin, Accounting, Customer Service Management (CSM),
Report Designer, SWIFT, Alerts (SMS Banking), and Processing modules in iMAL. Phase II implementation is already in
progress and includes Facility Management System, Islamic
Investment System, Provisioning, Profit Calculation System
and Integration Manager modules along with Internet Banking, ATM, and Mobile Banking”.
Premier Bank is the first privately owned Islamic bank established
in Somalia. Licensed by the Central Bank of Somalia in 2014, the
bank offers comprehensive one stop financial solutions to Somalia
customers who include private and government institutions, corporate and SME businesses and individuals. Premier Bank products
include Personal Banking Products, Business Banking Products, Trade

and Finance Products, FOREX, Diaspora Banking Products, Mobile and Internet Banking, SMS Banking, International Money Transfer (SWIFT) Services.
“Working with Path Solutions has been a great experience; we appreciate the cooperation of their
fully dedicated team and their in-depth knowledge
in Islamic banking and technology”, said Mahat Mohamed Ahmed, Managing Director of Premier Bank.
“This implementation was special as it’s been a fast
core banking deployment for us. Now, we are able
to bring all the advantages of the iMAL Islamic core
banking suite to our staff and customers, including
full Sharia compliance in all transactions, completely
automated business processes, and unparalleled customer service”.
Path Solutions has a two-decade long track record of
successfully rolling out iMAL Islamic core banking solution. The company’s cutting-edge Sharia-compliant
software solutions help Islamic financial institutions
respond strategically to today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.
Fully committed to innovation, Path Solutions is the
only IT vendor to show top of the IBS Annual Sales
League Table for multiple consecutive years, as the
world’s bestselling Islamic software provider.

“

Working with Path Solutions has
been a great experience; we appreciate
the cooperation of their fully dedicated
team and their in-depth knowledge in
Islamic banking and technology.

”

Mahat Mohamed Ahmed
Managing Director of Premier Bank
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Running Effective Meetings
All around the world, we see that employees spend a lot of their valuable time preparing or participating in meetings which can
sometimes be poorly managed, and they end up losing focus and consuming time, energy, and money. This leads to an environment where people show up late for meetings or leave early, the agenda is not accomplished, decisions are delayed, and worst
of all, people don’t take action after the meeting.
The reason why our Corporate Academy offered the “Running Effective Meetings” mini-seminar on December 3, 2014 with attendees from different departments and a special session for managers and team leaders on December 12, 2014 at Path Solutions, Lebanon.
The seminar was given by Joseph Moghabghab, VP Corporate Academy. The course objectives were to:
• Manage time and get results
• Make meetings more efficient
• Prepare and use the most important tool in a meeting - an agenda
• Reach high quality decisions
• Recognize and deal with distractions in order to keep things on track
• Evaluate the effectiveness of meetings for best productivity
• Follow up on meetings.
As to the content of the seminar, it
mainly focused on:
• Behavioral and communication skills
• Dealing with meetings
• Decision-making meeting styles
• Information exchange and action coordination meeting
• Motivation and delegation
• Poor and boring meetings
• Effective and successful meetings
• Running meeting tools.

JAVA Training (Basic + Architecture + Framework)
Our Corporate Academy offered a technical training covering the core Java language from January 14 till January 22, 2015.
The training started with Object-Oriented Concepts and included Java syntax in addition to the most-commonly used
Java classes.
Next, the session concentrated on the applications architecture and the difference between client-server and
n-tier architecture with complete illustration of web applications structure in JEE environment.
Different types of application servers were introduced to attendees while emphasizing on their advantages and disadvantages. Then, the training went more specific with a demo for understanding iMAL new technology platform configuration and various components. It also included
hands-on coding experience and guidelines on the common practice in Java development.
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Business Overview – Investment Banking Operations
From January 26 till January 30, 2015 and as part of the internal trainings offered by Path Solutions’ Corporate Academy, a business training covering ‘Investment Banking’ operations was given by Product Manager Melina Tawk to Developers and Quality
Controllers of Lebanon R&D centre, with the aim to shed light on investment banking and its operating model. Two similar sessions followed on February 18 & 19, 2015 for other business teams.
This training, which helps to develop specialist knowledge of one of the key business areas in banking and become a core part
of its operations capability, covered a number of topics, among them:
• Trading operations
• Investment tools
• Corporate transactions.

Make Stress Work For You
We live in a fast-paced world and mainly work in a high-pressure environment. Stress exists for countless reasons. There is a
cloud of stress that looms all around us whether in our personal or professional lives. A great many of us experience stress in
the workplace which drove the Corporate Academy to offer “Make Stress Work For You” seminar to help employees manage
the physical and emotional consequences of stress.
This training was given by Joseph Moghabghab, VP Corporate Academy on February 12 & 13, 2015.
The learning objectives of the training are:
• To assess employees’ levels of stress
• To determine the root causes of their stress
• To recognize their own patterns of stress
reaction.
In addition to practical tips and techniques
for reducing and relieving stress; strategies
for avoiding, reducing and managing stress
on and off duty; new ways of dealing with
stressful situations, people and attitudes;
and how to live a more balanced and productive life.
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CLIENTINTERVIEW
Mr. Mahat Mohamed Ahmed
Managing Director
Premier Bank - Somalia
Premier Bank is the first privately owned Islamic bank established in Somalia. Licensed by the Central Bank of Somalia in 2014, the bank
offers comprehensive one stop financial solutions to Somalia customers who include private and government institutions, corporate and
SME businesses and individuals.
Despite some challenges faced during project implementation; i.e. the iMAL new version, the high risk location and the need for multiple
remote implementation tasks which included Web-based Training and User Acceptance Test, Premier Bank has successfully gone live with
Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System on 29 December 2014.

Why did Premier Bank decide to implement a new system?
There was a need to establish a fullyfledged Islamic bank in Somalia that could
restore confidence in the Somalian banking sector. Premier Bank, the newly established Islamic bank in the country was
looking for a true Islamic banking system
to perform its operations in accordance
with the Sharia.
It was an easy decision for us to select Path
Solutions as the provider of choice for an
Islamic core banking system that could
match our strategy and intended product
offerings. It was a deliberate decision to
go for the best Sharia-compliant banking
system.
How was the selection process done?
Our decision was based more on market
research and having a project team that
had a sound knowledge of the different
banking systems available in the market.
This guided the Board and me to make an
informed decision, and in a matter of days
we settled for iMAL.
What companies/systems did you look at?
None other than Path Solutions. And if we
did, I cannot remember them because we
did not pay much attention. We were very
clear about what we wanted and that is
where we put our focus and resources.
What were the main criteria for selection?
Simple – Identify a Sharia-compliant core
banking system vendor that could deliver
the right solution in an efficient manner
and within the timelines required. Based
on this, we were able to make a quick informed decision.
Why was iMAL chosen?
First, we had a project team that knew
iMAL pretty well. When we sat down and
reviewed our requirements together, they
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were able to quickly recommend iMAL.
Secondly, we spoke to several other Islamic banks in Kenya and the region including Gulf African Bank and First Community Bank who also gave us their input and
advice.
How long did the selection process last
and when was the contract signed?
The selection process was fast and then
we moved to the negotiation and scoping
phase which took about a month, and few
weeks later we managed to sign the contract.
What stage is the project at now?
Surprisingly, we are live on all the modules
that we purchased. The first phase which
included CSM and accounting modules
went live on 29th December 2014. The
project was delivered ahead of schedule,
thanks to the entire team who worked
tirelessly to deliver this expeditiously.
When did the implementation begin?
The implementation started in October.
The project team faced some challenges
with the travel arrangements and visas to
enter Somalia and eventually, we made a
decision to move the first training phase
to Djibouti.

What functionality will the system cover?
It will cover the broadest end-to-end Islamic functionality.
What technology will it replace?
Being a new bank, this is our first core
banking system.
What other systems/applications will
iMAL be interfaced to?
It will be interfaced to a card management
system, internet and mobile banking platforms.
Will the go-live be a “big bang” or phased?
Will there be a parallel run of old and new
systems?
We have done our go-live in two phases
with the first one covering the more critical “must have” modules.
Do you have any third parties (consultants, integrators) helping you with the
implementation?
Yes, we consulted Avanza Solutions to help
us manage this project.
Does Path Solutions have an onsite team?
Yes, during go-live phases.

What stages will it consist of? And when
will it finish?
The project is at its final stages now and all
the modules are live.

What advantages will the new technology
bring to Premier Bank?
We will enjoy competitive advantage compared to the competition. This is a reliable
system that has been tried and tested for
years and that gives us confidence.

Is there a lot of customization of the system (please give a couple of examples)?
Yes. A core banking system is not offered
off-the-shelf, so it certainly requires customization and parameterization. We did
a lot to suit our product offerings, bank
charges and currency types to mention a
few.

Anything else you’d like to add?
I want to sincerely thank Natarajan Krishnamurthy, we commonly referred to as
Nat. He was the Project Manager assigned
from Path Solutions and he did a fantastic
job. He was passionate and very supportive all through the project and my team
and I appreciated his kind support.

Taking Sharia-compliant finance
to a whole new level

LEARN MORE
The challenges of
Islamic retail Banking
by Mr. Bilal Fiaz

The Islamic banking industry has seen a dramatic growth in acceptability and market size in various markets across the world. The products and services offered by institutions are now not only
used by Muslims, but also by people from other faiths. The author discusses how this growth has
led to both opportunities and challenges for institutions offering Islamic retail banking services.

Challenges of Islamic retail banking

Product development

Is an Islamic bank a mosque? Is Islamic
banking for Muslims only? Using the word
Islamic is sometimes misleading, that Islamic banking is only for Muslims.
Islamic banking is a system based on the
principles of ethics and Shariah. There
is no limitation to the target market. In
mature markets like Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, the UAE and Malaysia this
misconception no longer exists, but in new
markets like Africa, Oman, Egypt and Sri
Lanka, it does.

Islamic banking products are more challenging to develop than conventional
ones. There are essentially three pillars
to the launch of a conventional and Islamic product:
1. Legal: The product is allowed by country law and prudential to be marketed
and sold in that region
2. Business: It should make business/
economic sense for the customer as well
as the bank
3. Operational: The product should be
operationally executable.

On a broader level, the target market for
Islamic banks is both non-Muslims and
Muslims. The Muslims can be further subcategorized into four segments:
1. Faith-driven (those who will always opt
for Islamic products);
2. Unaware/confused (those who do not
know the concept of Islamic banking);
3. Indifferent/benefit-driven (those who
will only come if there is a commercial advantage);
4. Non-believer in Islamic banking (those
who don’t believe in the Islamic banking
concept no matter what you do to convince them).
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Hence, the fourth and most important
pillar in Islamic banking is Shariah, one
perspective that needs to be considered
at every step of the product development stage and process. Shariah aspects
will always supersede in Islamic banking
as adherence to Shariah law is mandatory.
Customer value proposition: An Islamic
banking window needs to align the customer value proposition with its conventional counterpart. If the proposition is
weak then customers, especially internal

ones who would like to cross over from
conventional to Islamic, will find it difficult to do so. A weak proposition will
also not be conducive to attracting a new
customer base.
Customer expectations: High customer
expectations vs low consumer knowledge is usually experienced whenever
Islamic banking is introduced to a country where the customer sometimes expects that Islamic products should be
free of charge.
Turnaround time (TAT): The turnaround
time for an Islamic banking product is
more than conventional one because the
transactions are done in stages with extensive documentation, which increases
cost and sometimes leads to customer
dissatisfaction.
Regulatory standards: Islamic banking is
based on the concept of trade. In many
markets, Islamic banks face challenges of
local laws and prudential regulations by
the central bank. The government and
regulatory institution should provide a
level playing field for Islamic banks to
do business, by making amendments to

laws where necessary and introducing new
regulations.

The way forward for Islamic retail
banking
There are two sides to business — one is
the cost and the other is revenue. On the
cost side, digitalization is the way forward.
On the retail side Islamic banks must inculcate e-channels usage for their customers, because Islamic banking costs are
19% higher than in conventional banking.
Islamic banks should upgrade their technology platforms and also enhance their
social media capabilities.
Generation Y customers are more inclined
to use the latest technology to communicate. A recent survey showed that the consumer is more likely to know about Islamic
banking concepts and products through
digital media, rather than from seminars
and road shows. Social media is a powerful tool which can help Islamic banks get
an instant market feel about client expectations, customer satisfaction level and
banking perception; and assist them to

form a concrete road map. Most of the
customers maintain accounts in more
than one bank and it is easier for them
to manage these relationships through
online banking.
On the revenue side, Islamic banks must
have a superior business intelligence system to measure product and customer
profitability, as it can help the bank segment value proposition for market penetration. Islamic bank should focus on
how to increase the customer wallet
share. There are huge opportunities of
cross selling which remain untapped in
Islamic banks. Industry average product
holding per customer is around 2.1 – if
Islamic banks can increase the product
per customer to 4.9, they can increase
their profitability by 40% and for some
institutions the impact on ROE could be
as high as 5%. This in turn will cause customer retention to automatically increase,
which will translate into profitability and
enhancement in shareholder equity.
*All figures quoted have been taken from EY reports.
(Reprint by kind permission)

Bilal Fiaz is the Head of Retail Banking
& Branches at Bank Sohar, Oman. He has
recently been part of the team which
successfully managed to launch Islamic
Banking at Sohar Islamic, the Islamic
arm of Bank Sohar and one of the fastest growing banks in Oman. Throughout his career, he has managed to create profitable avenues in Commercial,
Retail and Islamic Banking.
He has an MBA with major in Marketing and holds a Post Graduation
Diploma in Islamic Banking & Takaful
from the Centre of Islamic Economics.
He has more than sixteen years of
multidimensional work experience in
the financial sector, which includes
product development and implementation, relationship and team
management, strategy and business
process reengineering.
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Congrats!
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Path Solutions is the title sponsor of fourtime Lebanon Champion in Thai Boxing
and second winner at the Muay Boran
World Championship 2015
The most prestigious Thai Boxing event, organized by the government of Thailand with more
than 45 countries participating, the World Muay Thai Champion Title and Belt (Muay Boran
World Championship) was held in Hua Mak Stadium, Bangkok Thailand, hosted by World Muay
Thai Federation for Amateur and ProAm Muay Thai from 12 to 22 March 2015.
Representing Lebanon, with the support of the Lebanese Thai Boxing Federation, Ibrahim Mouslemani, four-time Lebanon Champion in Thai Boxing, and Accountant in the Finance Dept at
Path Solutions participated in the World Muay Thai Championship Boxing.
Ibrahim emerged as a medalist in World Martial Arts Games winning the Silver medal in Muay Boran (Thai Boxing), and the Gold
medal in Kickboxing (K1 Events).
Ibrahim is among the few foreign Muay Thai fighters who has won Muay Thai championships and celebrated a dozen of victories in
his professional career.
Path Solutions which backed Ibrahim during the whole trip had its name on his garment and the fighting ring during the tournament
which was broadcasted live on all sports channels.
Muay Thai or Thai Boxing referred to the martial arts skills that Thai people used to defend Siam against neighboring countries.
Muay Thai is referred to as ‘the art of the 8 limbs’ because it makes use of kicks, punches, elbows, and knees. Today, Muay Thai with
its explosive techniques has thrilled audiences worldwide and is considered by many to be one of the greatest stand up fighting
styles in the world.
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Meet

Path Solutions
Dubai Executive Summit: The Future of Islamic Finance
Dubai - UAE
11 & 12 May 2015
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1st Islamic Finance South Asian Conference
Male - Maldives
20 & 21 May 2015
------------------------------------------------------------------------------IFN Asia Forum 2015
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
25 & 26 May 2015
------------------------------------------------------------------------------2015 London Sukuk Summit
London - UK
3 & 4 June 2015
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arabian Banking Technology Exhibition & Conference 2015
Abu Dhabi - UAE
9 & 10 June 2015

You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts
to learn more about how our solutions can benefit your business.
To book a meeting, please contact our Sales Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com
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